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 COMMENTARY 

The energy "time" 
Berov. G. Lyubomir 

 And then the process of transformation from energy into matter and 
vice versa is repeated. This "pulsation" continues as long as the 
material object exists as such. Let's summarize: Time, in my opinion, 
is a kind of energy field, which is a specific form of the energy field of 
the All-Creating Intellect. It deals only with the creation and 
management of the material world. The age of each object is 
determined by the number of these pulsations of time that the All-
Creating Intellect remembers. And this applies to every object created 
by him. Only a limited number of created material objects to some 
extent carry the ability of the All creating Intellect to create new 
"things", of course in accordance with its goals and intentions. This is 
a very important quality and maybe we humans have it. The process 
of pulsating the present is the way in which our material world is 
born and continues to be born, consisting of material particles and 
known and unknown types of energy fields. So the new idea in my 
hypothesis is that every element of the material world begins to exist 
from the moment of its first pulsation of time and continues to exist 
in the moments of each subsequent pulsation of time, that is, only in 
the "Now". And our generally accepted idea that once born, the object 
continues to exist continuously until its rebirth, is the result only of 
our memory and our inability to fix with our intellect. For now, these 
infinitesimal pulsations of time. In fact, each object exists for 
infinitesimal periods of time, but infinitely many times. Dear reader, 
and now in nature there are very clear and understandable examples 
of pulsation of two types of energy fields into each other. If we 
compare them with the pulsations of time in matter and vice versa, 
perhaps the latter will become more understandable. For this 
purpose, let us compare them with the processes taking place in the 
elements of an electrical circuit consisting of an electric capacitor and 
a coil. If we charge the capacitor with electricity and connect it to the 
coil, an electric current will flow through the electrical circuit.  The 
electrostatic energy of the capacitor will begin to transform into 
magnetic around the coil, and an electromotive voltage of self-
induction will occur.
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ABSTRACT 
So the new idea in my hypothesis is that every element of the 
material world begins to exist from the moment of its first 
pulsation of Time and continues to exist in the moments of each 
subsequent pulsation of Time, that is, only in the "Now". And our 
generally accepted idea that once born, the object continues to 

exist continuously until its rebirth, is the result only of our memory  
and our inability to fix with our intellect, for now, these 
infinitesimal pulsations of Time. In fact, each object exists for 
infinitesimal periods of time, but infinitely many times.  
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he Now and the Universe", generally speaking, the almighty
Intellect creates our material world and ensures its existence in

every moment. Let's go back to this idea and look at it in more detail 
as an intellectual and physical opportunity [1].

Thus, according to the article quoted above, our material world was 
created by the almighty intellect and it is present and actively exists in it 
transformed into an intelligent energy field of time. Let me specify here 
the meaning that i put into the two concepts energy field Time, and 
"time" in the generally accepted understanding at the moment. 
According to my hypothesis, the intelligent energy field Time is the 
soul of the material world, its active, giving birth and governing 
everything. And it has nothing to do with the meaning of the term 
"time", which we use both in our daily lives and in science / with few 
exceptions. For me, this daily "time" is generally a passive observer of 
the sequence of events, and we record it in different ways in our 
memory and by different technical means. Of the three times future, 
present and past - it is the past and does not exist. Later in the article, 
when i mention Time, i will only understand the intelligent energy field 
time. For me, this Time is essentially the present and it is always 
realized as a concrete intention of the almighty intellect. He transforms 
it into material objects such as atoms, stars, galaxies, energy fields, etc., 
which did not exist until the time of creation. And how long have these 
objects existed? It is generally accepted that they exist continuously 
until they are reborn into something else. In my hypothesis, however, i 
consider this point to be wrong. To clarify this and repeating some 
points from the article quoted above, let me take a closer look at my 
understanding of matter and time.

In my opinion, every material object exists only for the duration of the 
moment of the "now" [2-5]. This moment is infinitely short or, if 
we use a concept from mathematics, it is infinitesimal in duration. 
Then, for the next infinitesimal period of time, the material object is 
again transformed into time.
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 Despite its opposition, an electric current will flow in the circuit 
until the capacitor is completely discharged. At this point, all the 
electrostatic energy of the capacitor becomes magnetic on the coil. 
Then the reverse process begins and the magnetic energy stored in 
the coil is transformed into electrostatic in the capacitor and it is 
charged. If there are no losses in the current flow, the voltage will 
reach the initial value, but with reverse polarity. If the graph of 
these processes is drawn in a coordinate system with the abscissa 
of the generally accepted time and the ordinate of the 
instantaneous values of voltage and current, we will obtain two 
sinusoids shifted in phase by 90° with their maximum values. The 
oscillations will last forever. Dear reader, in this case the analogy is 
of course quite superficial. The reality is infinitely more 
complicated. The only thing that formally unites them is the 
presence of pulsations in both processes, which last forever. And 
what is the difference? i can only point out some details. In short, we 
associate the pulsations in the oscillating circuit with the generally 
accepted understanding of the concept of "time" and their frequency 
is precisely defined. It depends on the capacitor capacitance values 
and the inductance of the coil if we now add the new understanding 
of time as time. The electrostatic and magnetic fields thus created and 
transformed into each other really exist only in the moments when 
some part of time is transformed into them. They actually appear as a 
kind of material objects, in this case an electrostatic and 
electromagnetic field, now they turn back into ime. And according to 
my hypothesis, one pulsation of the oscillating circle will contain 
countless pulsations of time in electromagnetic fields and vice versa.
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 They are pulsations unknown to modern science. This is one of the 
characteristics of this new and unknown Time. Another characteristic 
that led me to call it "Time" is that, in my opinion, the moments of 
transformation of every existing material object, be it atom, star, galaxy, 
etc., in the energy field and vice versa, coincide, that is these 
transformations are simultaneous. And why add "intellectual" to the 
name? Because the degree of coherence of these actions is incredible, 
unthinkable, absolute and possible only in the presence of higher 
intelligence. Dear reader, I hope that  the thought that everything you 
see around you, including yourself, exists with infinitesimal 
interruptions and turns into an energy field again in infinitesimal time, 
does not seem so impossible to you. I suppose this is the way of the real 
existence of every material object in our favorite material world. It is 
better to exist in reality and not in someone's memory, right?
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